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Please find below the questions and answers from 

the webinar. 

Q: Will you be covering co-insurance on each method? 

A: Yes, we will be discussing the issue of co-insurance in our final webinar. 

Q:  A major company has profitable contract terminated following lack of capacity to fulfil contract 

following major loss. Does AICOW cover tendering low to win a new contact to maintain revenue? 

A: Yes, AICOW cover can be used to cover incentives offered to customers to help a business 

maintain, or minimise loss in revenue provided that such costs are reasonable. 

Q: What about road closure by civil authority, will your BI policy respond? 

A: The policy response will depend on the actual reason/event that causes the civil authority to close 

a road. If the event is as a result of a peril insured by the policy, then yes it would respond. 

Q: With multiple failures of the wheel are nearby tenants covered for the loss of attraction? 

A: I assume you are talking about the Melbourne wheel where the failure of it operating saw many 

retail businesses suffer a loss on trading figures due to lack of patrons attending the area. In this case 

the cause of the wheel not operating was due to a errors in design/faulty workmanship caused 

during the construction of the wheel – this is not something an SME policy covers hence the loss of 

attraction extension would not be triggered. 

Q: Where can we download that CGU information about BI cover you referred to in the last 

screen. 

A: Please speak to your CGU Business Relationship Manager to get access to these documents. 

Q: Can you also comment on alternative accommodation whilst premises are rebuild/repaired 

A: BI section can certainly be used to source alternative premises whilst damaged property is being 

rebuilt or repaired. These costs will be classified as Additional Expenditure so in order for the policy 

to respond under a Gross Profit/Revenue/Rentals basis you would need to show those costs achieve 

a saving in the BI loss of at least that amount (ie if you spend $50K in alternative premises to save a 

$100K BI loss then cover will be given automatically). If these costs do not meet the economic test 

(i.e. you spend $100K to avoid a $50K loss in BI) these will be picked up under the AICOW section. 
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Q: Does payroll cover respond following a really short term loss (is. half a day) where loss of profit 

is hard to prove, but yet staff wages need to be paid despite business is not operating? 

A: There is no minimum outage for a Payroll loss (or Revenue/Profit loss for that matter) all you need 

to do is quantify that for the period of interruption you have had a loss in T/O & the loss will then be 

settled applying the Rate of Payroll to the reduction in T/O. Third means that whilst staff are sitting 

around & the business is not generating income, you will be compensated for payroll costs in 

accordance with the coverage option selected. 

Q: We use the following calculation to assist clients determine an appropriate SI - would you 

agree? Mortgage repayments + ongoing leave expenses (machinery etc) +wages for key staff + 

AICOW + other ongoing expenses 

A: This method of calculation is known as the additions method. We advise against using this 

method as you need to consider future business trends to set your sum insured correctly. In addition 

to this, we have found that in some cases certain fixed costs can be overlooked hence we always 

recommend that in setting your Gross Profit sum insured you look to deduct those values for 

expenses you are confident are totally variable, or that you don’t wish to insure. 

Q: In the event the opening stock was damaged and triggered the gross profit response, wouldn't 

the stock only be paid at the wholesale value with the profit aspect factored in? 

A: In a situation such as this, the reinstatement of stock would be paid for at wholesale value under 

the property section, the BI section would then pick up the “profit” margin. 

Q: Does the Gross Profit calculation include income derived from other sources? For example, rent 

receivable, royalties, etc.? 

A: Es all forms of income should be included in your base T/O amount, if you then wish to remove 

certain items from coverage (ie rent receivable), these can be deducted as Uninsured Working 

Expenses. 

Q: Payroll cover - so, the business has to retrench staff with associated expenses (leave 

entitlements etc.) - this policy will cover that? 

A: Payroll cover is actually focussing in keeping staff so the business can be reinstated so it is not 

intended to be used to retrench staff.  
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Q: If a Client has included provision for 'Additional Increased Cost of Working' can he claim for 

such Costs if there is ultimately no actual Loss of Revenue, but if not for such expenditure there 

would have been a Loss of Turnover? 

A: Yes, AICOW is triggered in the event the costs are reasonably & necessarily incurred to maintain 

t/o. 

Q: Do you have available a simple check list that helps identify what the various components and 

definitions are to assist an insured arriving at their requirements and sums insured ? 

A: This is a great suggestion & we will look at what can be done to provide additional support 

materials. 

Q: What happens if there is a suicide within the building but that particular person did not die at 

the end; will this interruption be covered under the padlock policy? 

A: Technically this extension is not triggered however a public authority should close down the 

premises for investigation of a crime; this extension would pick up closure from a public authority. 

Q: Would the bomb threat extension be unavailable if the threat was found to be terrorism 

related/motivated etc? 

A: SME policies have a Terrorism exclusion in place, if an event is then subsequently declared a 

Terrorist act in accordance with government legislation, then the policy would respond as we saw 

occur in the Lindt cafe siege at Martin Place. 

Q: Is the 2 days an excess or a franchise? 

A: With a variety of wordings you will need to check your specific policy wording to determine 

whether cover is subject to an excess of franchise. In the main, the majority of SME covers are 

subject to a franchise but you should always check the wording. 

Q: What do we need to do to sign up for BI insurance? 

A: BI insurance is available on CGU Connect or, where a policy is manually transacted by contacting 

your CGU Underwriting team for a quote. 
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Q: We can set up Gross rentals under section 1 or under section 2? What is the 

disadvantage/advantage?  

A: Typically we see Rent Payable/Receivable being taken up in Section 1 moreso when the business 

is a tenant of a rental property & is obligated to pay rent regardless of whether operating or not. The 

actual cover is virtually identical to what you see in Section 2 Rentals. 

Q: Does the BI claim get affected where average gets applied to S1 but average is not applicable to 

the BI section? 

A: If the BI SI is correctly established, that component of a claim will not be subjected to average. 

Q: Do you have a CGU Business Interruption specialist in Canberra, ACT? 

A: Please contact your NSW/ACT Underwriting team or BRM who can provide further assistance. 

Q: When insuring Rentals is the Sum Insured GST inclusive or exclusive? 

A: This will depend on the GST status of the insured. If as a business you are entitled to an input tax 

credit (as most commercial business are) then you don’t need to include GST in your sum insured. IF 

you are not entitles to an input tax credit, your sums insured should be set including GST. 

Q: Is it best to not include any 'Uninsured Working Expenses' as these would only be 0 in the event 

of a total loss and still being incurred in a partial loss only? 

A: It is critical that you consider whether an expense is variable in a partial loss scenario as well as a 

total loss scenario as the majority of claims are going to be form a partial loss. If the cost is still fully 

incurred in the event of partial operation, then this should not be set as an uninsured working 

expense. 

Q: Is there cover under BI for road closure by civil Authority or is this open to the underwriter to 

apply. 

A: Under an SME policy, this cover is standard where there is damage to the road which is from a 

peril that would be covered under the SME policy. 
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Q: If a cafe operated at the top of a building and the lift was not operational for more than 2 days 

and there are stairs available, would the policy respond? 

A: It is important to determine what actually causes damage to the lift 1st to see whether the 

extension is triggered. Assuming the cause of damage is covered, we would then look at how critical 

the lift is in getting customers to the café & assuming it is not reasonable to expect customers to 

take the stairs to the café, the policy would respond.    

 

 


